
How eg+ London accounted for 
99% of their staff within 25 minutes 
of the London Bridge incident 

“You always hope these things don’t happen again. 

But to be prepared this time took a lot of the 

stress out of it from a work perspective.”

ANNA BEYNON, HR MANAGER at EG+ LONDON:
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When the Borough Market incident  occurred in London near the eg+ office in 2017, their HR team began 

looking for a solution to help them quickly communicate with, and account for, employees during a crisis:

“When everyone came in to work on Monday there was a cordon in place and we had no way to 

quickly contact everyone other than initiating our full business continuity plan which was time 

consuming and involved a phone cascade.” - Anna Beynon, HR Manager at eg+ London

They learnt that their employee directory tool, Names & Faces, offered a Safety Check service which would 

enable them to send an SMS, email, and/or in-app alert to all staff. When there was another attack on 

London Bridge shortly after lunch hour on Friday 29 November 2019, eg+ were prepared:

“We had quite a few employees in restaurants and bars closer to London Bridge. Having this tool 

meant we could reach out to all of our employees, no matter where they were or what they were 

doing at the time, to check they were safe. It was absolutely invaluable.”

 Staff had been trained on what to in the event of a crisis – both during onboarding and with test drills – 

and Anna, as one of the two designated Safety Officers, launched the alert from her mobile:

“The app was super easy to use – I literally did it as I was running out of London Bridge getting 

evacuated and sent live reports to members of my team during the check so they could follow up 

on anyone outstanding.”

Within 25 minutes, 99% of their 154 employees had been marked as safe. Ninety eight individuals 

marked themselves as safe to which Anna attributes the significant reduction in the amount of time it took 

to find, follow up with, and account for everyone. 

A faster way to account for employees during a crisis

To find out more about Safety Check, contact hello@namesandfaces.com 
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